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31. On the Representations of SL(3, C). III

By Masao TSUCHIKAWA
Mie University

(Comm. by Kinjir8 KUNUC,I, M. J. A., March 12, 1968)

In this part of the works we shall discuss unitary representa-
tions of G, including the supplementary series and the degenerate
series.

1. It is already seen [1 that there exists the following invar-
iant bilinear form on .q)z .q)z, where z-(l, m; ,/) and ’-(/, m;
l-, m-)"

ml<’’ (z)(zz)(z)dzdz.

This form is degenerate, that is, if e or @e, we have
B(, @)-0; moreover we obtain the following form on ,,"

B(, )-(- 1)+p!(l- p 1)q!(m-q- )!

a(z, z)b(z, z)dzdz (l-p-r-l-O and m-q-s-l-O),

=0 (l-p-r-lO or m-q-s-lO)
for (z)=z(,)a(z, z) and @(z)-z(,)b(z, z).

We remark that this form is equivalent to the non-degenerate
form on z/z,/,"

(/l_1

In artieular, if 1-1 and m=l, the representation {T, } is the
so-called degenerate representation and bilinear form on x, is
elearly given by

a(, z)b(,).

Z. Now we set , )-B(p, ) for , x, where is the
complex eonjugate of and , then ., .) is an Hermitian
form on z. In ease ig exists and is ositie definite, the repre-
sentation R(Z) is unitary with respect to this scalar roduet.

(i) When Z(8)-l, that is, 2=(+-lp)/,=(-
+-lp)/, -(+-lp)/, -(-+]/-lp)/2, where are

integers and p are real, hen p, ) has the form ()()g and

is ositie definite. Sueh representations are known as those of the

rineial series.
(ii) When Z() 1, tha is, 2- , 2- /+(- lp)

/, --/+(---1)/, where is an integer, and p are
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real, then (, @} has the form l lz[

When :() 1, that is, a/2 + (-n+/’- lp)/2, - a/2
+ (n +-lp)/2, --a, then (, } has the form

F(zz)@(z)dzdz.

When Z() 1, that is, a/2 + (n--lp)/2, -a/2 + (- n
’-p)/2, -a/2 + (- n+L-p)/2, g-a/2 + (n+-lp)/2, then

(, } has the form

(z’z- z;)--,-"-z;--,-"-(z’z)(z)dz’dz.
These three forms are positive definite if 1 < a < 1, a 0 and

corresponding unitary representations are mutually unitarily equiv-
alent and are known as those of the supplementary series.

(iii) Let a be a positive integer in the case (ii), and let 2-
=m, for instance. Then the form

,(z’)(zz)(z)dz’dz
is a positive definite form onz/ and the representation {T,z/}
is equivalent to R(Z’), where -m,’--m,--m/2+(n--lp)/2,-m/2+ (-n--lp)/2, which is a representation of the principal
series.

(iv) Let a--1 in the case (ii), then the bilinear forms are
degenerate and they are positive definite either on ,;,(- 1/2
+ (n--lp)/2, g- 1/2 + (-n--lp)/2 or on ,:,(-. 1/2
+(-n+-lp)/2, -l/2+(n+-lp/2). In these forms the degen-
erate representations are unitary and mutually unitarily equivalent.
They are known as those of the degenerate principal series.

(v) When Z-(p, q; q, p), p, and q being positive integers, the
form

(zzz z)(z)dzdzdz dz
is a positive definite form on the space 2z/z and the representation
{Tx, z/z} is equivalent to R(Z’) where Z’- (p, p; q, q). It is a
representation of the principal series.

Theorem. The representation R(Z) is unitary in the follow-
ing three cases"

(- +V- +
-(-n+-lp)/2, where n are integers and p are real (prin-
cipal series);

(2) 2 a a/2 + (n- lp)/2, a/2+ ( n
--ip)/2 where n is an integer and :a and p are real and
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1 a< 1, a =/= 0 (supplementary series);
(3) =/A 1, . 1/2 + (n-V- lp)/2,/. 1/2 + (-n-I/- lp)/2

(degenerate principal series).
Every irreducible unitary representation contained in R(Z) is

unitarily equivalent to that of above type.
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